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This practical book gives insights into emuna, gathered from very tales, commentaries, and
teachings offered in an quickly readable format.Emuna--faith--is the cornerstone for every Jew, and
a deepening of faith opens our eyes to blessings and possibilities we never thought possible.
Comparing faith to a garden, this reserve leads the reader in to the lush, fragrant world of true
emuna--an existence marked by its beautiful limitlessness and a way of living that is harmonious
with God's will.
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This book reminds me so much of The Power of .. It'll save you plenty of heartache later on,,, Great
Book When my brother explained to learn this book I laughed in his face. This book reminds me so
much of The Power of Positive Thinking, but with a Jewish mindset. If you look at the majority of all
of the mental illnesses, each of them have one issue in common. For all my Jewish and Messianic
close friends this is a must read. A new perspective predicated on (Jewish) Faith One of the most
transformative books on faith that you will ever read. If you are down in the dumps and feeling there
is no hope, that is a book that can lift you up and help you develop a romantic relationship with
God that may help you through the toughest times. Hard to explain but May God constantly watch
over Rabbi Shalom Arush so he can continue his teachings. Well-written and enlightening. Easy
read! My experience came when i asked one of the merchants setup in the subway of Tel Aviv if
he previously any books in English. thanks DK Great picker upper Always puts points into
perspective! This reserve explains about your romantic relationship with G-d and spells out success
formulas for happiness and it works. Fear. All of my close friends in Jerusalem commented on my
reserve when they saw me reading it and explained how much it helped them. Truthfully, it has only
helped me too. Shortly after reading it my mom passed away suddenly and minus the
understanding that I obtained from reading the book, I don't know where I would be at this time. As
a psych main, I've analyzed it and it makes total sense. It helped place some items in perspective
that I've struggled with since losing my husband in the San Bernardino terrorist assault. This struck
me big time, and I dove into reading it. Fear can be crippling and destructive. I haggled with him
about the purchase price, and he quickly caved into my asking price of an equivalent $10 in
shekels, stating, "I'm only selling you this publication at the purchase price because you have no
idea what is in it". I came across the book all empowering and reassuring and I would recommend it
to anyone and everyone. A Required Reading For Life This was a truly enlightening and motivational
masterpiece which explains the significance of experiencing faith in a global full of traumatic and
devastating events to which most of us have difficulty understanding - especially why bad things
eventually good people and vice-versa. This work ought to be go through by everyone, specifically
for those who are seeking the meaning of true faith, power to overcome tremendously unpleasant
obstacles, as well as a pre-requisite reading for individuals who are seeking a spiritual return, or
apply for conversion, to Torah observant Judaism. Hard to explain how existence changing this
publication is...!Its essential read for all Life changing!! This book will teach you how to deal with life's
changes,, its good and the bad. It really is from a Jewish perspective, but it can apply to anyone.
Five Stars Fantastic Book! I am so glad I invested in this book as it has answered many questions
I've about myself, and displays me how to life this valuable life that HaShem has blessed me with.
Once you think everything is normally god and everything god does is for the best, there there isn’t
really any room for anxiety to manifest itself because it’s not you who is solely responsible for the
outcome and the outcome will be great. When I made it about half way thru the publication
something beautiful occurred from inside. It has so much good details to digest. There will be no
more despair, no more suicides, no more bullying and no more cut-throat tradition if this book was
produced mandatory reading. Interesting and inspiring!. C'mon. Yeah right, simply believe and
everything turns out ok at the end? But I finally browse it and kept it and had to order another one
for him. This publication gives you hope (and peace), and like a friend once said, even if this is all in
my own head, at least I've some peace in my own mind...and isn't that what we strive for anyway?
Overview of the Garden of Emuna This is a great book. This should be considered a must read in
every school in this nation. I am reading it slowly as the first read sort of overloads youand you
have to go back and really read it slowly a second time and energy to mentally absorb it better. It
really is one I'll keep and go through and readprobably for the rest of my life. This Rabbi has some

very nice insights. It has become part of my collection. He handed me this one, his only publication
translated in English. A must read for an improved life. This is Rab Shalom Arush most appreciated
book without any help. A must read for just about any folks and anyone who seeks soul ease and
comfort and guideance. ?? The book is great and I found that internalizing the lessons helped with
anxiety. You will never be depressed again once you read this book. Divine Guidance Okay,
THEREFORE I had a lengthy talk with G-d and begged fervently for a existence changing
experience before I left in R& Parents, before you buy anything else for your 12+ age group child,
give them this book. This book changes your life This book gives simple examples on how best to
live, and how to be happy. three years afterwards im still referring to this books teachings and
discover myself looking back again to it for motivation.R vacation from Iraq to Israel.!! Many thanks it
helped me get much more centered!! Life changing book! We, along with a group of 3 others learnt
this book once a week over a period around 6 months. My friends and I considered ourselves to
become observant and dedicated jews and we also experienced that we had a pretty decent
knowledge of emmuna. Not really until we started scanning this publication did we truly come to
learn what faith really was.! Five Stars A must for anybody who seeks a true reality check.
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